The Mean Field and Large-Scale Multipole
Components

Closing the Books on Cycle 24

The figures show the solar magnetic field from May 1976 to the present,
covering nearly 4 solar cycles. Cycle 24 was weak.
(Top): The mean field (MF) shows the Sun viewed as a star, where all
magnetic signals from the visible disk are integrated. The MF typically peaks
during solar maximum or a little later. Cycle 24 was relatively weak, but the
peak was comparable to or larger than recent cycles and was reached 2015
as a consequence of the development of a large low-latitude unipolar region
over several months.
(Second Plot) The global photospheric field can also be decomposed into
multipoles. The polar dipole reverses at or a little after solar minimum. The
three panels show the total dipole and its polar and equatorial components.
(Third Plot) The total magnitude of the low-order multipoles of the solar field –
dipole, quadrupole, and octupole – show different aspects of the evolving
solar cycle because they are sensitive to different parts of the Sun.
(Fourth Plot) The axial zonal (m=0) multipoles for l=1-8 are shown in the
panels of the bottom plot. The odd axial multipoles are in some ways similar
evolution to the dipole(l=1), being sensitive to the poles. The even multipoles
reflect more of what happens at lower latitudes and are sensitive to
hemispheric asymmetry.
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Solar activity has waned to the point where the end of Cycle 24 appears to
be at hand and we can start looking for the first signs of Cycle 25. This is a
good time to look back on Cycle 24, identify some of its key features,
make comparisons with earlier cycles, and look forward to the next one.
Both polar fields have reversed and intensified. There have already been
many spotless days. The magnetic structure of the corona and
heliosphere is simplifying. By most measures Cycle 24 was the weakest in
a century, the asymmetry between north and south was great, and despite
being the best-measured cycle in history, it was not well forecast.
The Polar Field
The Sun’s polar field reverses
independently in the north and south
as a consequence of dissipating
active-region flux carried by
meridional flow from lower latitudes.
Cycle 24 showed an early, gradual
reversal in the north, followed 16
months later by a more typical abrupt
reversal in the south. The top three
figures show the flux measured in the
pole-most pixel above 55 degrees at
the WSO since 1976.
(Top) The north and negative of the
South are plotted in the top figure
along with their average.
(Two middle) The next two panels
show the north and south separately.
There is a strong annual variation
due to the changing view of the
Sun’s polar regions.
(Bottom) The bottom panel shows a
similar plot (60 degrees and above)
for Cycle 24 from 2010 to the present
computed from HMI on SDO. The
north is red and the south blue. The
north (south) reversal was Nov 2012
(Mar 2014). The anomaly in the
north is due to some temporarily
missing data at the time the plot was
made.

Zonal Averages
(Top) The upper two panels show
zonal averages of the magnetic field
from 1976 to the present. The lower
panel resembles the butterfly
diagram; it tracks the total unsigned
flux at each latitude averaged over
complete solar rotations with time.
The upper panel is the average of
the net flux vs latitude. It shows the
emergence of leading and following
polarity bands in the activity belt with
poleward surges of following polarity
reaching high latitudes a year or two
later.
(Bottom) Similar zonal average of the
net flux in Cycle 24 computed using
higher-resolution HMI data. The
effects of active regions can be seen
in some detail, as can the
development and evolution of the
poleward surges. Arriving surges
erode or reinforce the predominant
polar field. From X. Sun and M.
Bobra at
jsoc.stanford.edu/data/hmi/polarfield

Butterfly Diagram
The latitudinal location of magnetic flux
evolves during the solar cycle. The classic
butterfly diagram since the 1870s shows the
locations of sunspot during each cycle.
Sunspots emerge at lower latitudes as each
cycle progresses. Cycles can overlap at
different latitudes. The plot was last updated
by D. Hathaway in 2016.

Searching for the
New Cycle
Hints of Cycle 25 are
beginning to emerge.
As reported at
SpaceWeather.com on
November 20: …
Ephemeral sunspots
possibly belonging to
Solar Cycle 25 have
already been reported
on Dec. 20, 2016, and
April 8, 2018. Now we
can add Nov. 17,
2018, to list. The new
spots so far have been
weak and short lived.
The two HMI images
from November 17
show the magnetic
field and flattened
continuum intensity
observed at 21 UT.
Can you detect the
new spots inside the
circle?

Tilt Angle
Effects of solar activity extend into the heliosphere. One consequence is the shape of
the heliospheric current sheet. The HCS
separates regions in the solar wind where
the magnetic field points predominantly
toward or away from the Sun along the
Parker spiral. See the purple figure for a
classic artist’s representation of the HCS.
The shape of the HCS surface changes with the solar cycle,
being relatively flat at solar minimum and reaching to high
latitude at solar maximum. The maximum latitude (averaged
over the two hemispheres) is frequently called the tilt angle.
The figure shows how the tilt angle has evolved from 1976
to the present as determined by a calculation of the coronal
field using a potential field – source surface model applied to
photospheric observations from WSO.

Sunspot Number
These recent plots published by the Royal Observatory of Belgium show characteristics
of the last several solar cycles.
(Above Left) Sunspot numbers since 1700 show that Cycle 24 was small, but not much
different than Cycle 14 at the beginning of the 20th century and was larger than cycles 4
and 5 early in the 19th.
(Above Center) The middle panel shows the difference in northern and southern
hemisphere sunspot numbers since 1950. Green(red) indicates a larger number in the
north (south). Cycle 24 was the most asymmetric.
(Above Right) Daily, monthly, and smoothed sunspot number since 2006 showing Cycle
24. The minimum at the end of Cycle 24 is at hand.

